APPLICATION INFORMATION

TAIPEI DANGDAI IS TAIPEI’S INTERNATIONAL
ART FAIR, THE LARGEST AND MOST DIVERSE
GATHERING OF LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL
GALLERIES IN TAIWAN. THE THIRD EDITION
TAKES PLACE AT NANGANG EXHIBITION
CENTER, FROM 21-23 MAY 2021, WITH THE
VIP PREVIEW AND VERNISSAGE ON 20 MAY.

Taipei Dangdai will return to kick start the artworld calendar,
featuring a world-class line-up of galleries from around the
globe, selected via a rigorous application process overseen by
a committee of international gallerists. Presented by UBS, and
having attracted over 40,000 visitors in 2020, the event brings
together a selection of the world’s leading galleries and artists
alongside influential thinkers from a wide range of disciplines,
including literature, design, science, and the humanities. Taipei
Dangdai celebrates the city’s unique and dynamic art scene, while
highlighting global creativity and the increasing importance of the
wider art market in Asia.

DATES: 21-23 May 2021
VIP PREVIEW & VERNISSAGE: 20 May 2021
LOCATION: Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center
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VISITOR EXPERIENCE |
Taipei Dangdai’s program boasts four days of exhibitions,
showcasing the very best in contemporary art, public events and
talks that provide opportunities to engage more deeply with the
Taipei cultural scene. The program is developed in conjunction with
prominent curators, artists, museums and gallery directors, and
influential collectors, offering first-hand insights into the creation,
presentation and collection of contemporary art.

VIP PROGRAM |
The Taipei Dangdai VIP pass includes access to the VIP Preview, VIP
program, VIP lounge and entry to all days of the fair. Additionally,
it provides exclusive insight into Taipei’s thriving contemporary art
scene through exhibition openings, private and corporate collection
tours, artist studio visits, and behind-the-scenes access to the
city’s leading institutions. We work closely with selected partners
to develop bespoke programs for collector groups from Taipei,
Asia and beyond.
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TAIPEI DANGDAI APPLICATION INFORMATION |
Taipei Dangdai strives to present a compelling, diverse, and forwardlooking picture of contemporary art for Asia, a commitment that
extends through art and artists, visitor services, programming, and
gallery composition.
Applications to Taipei Dangdai are open to galleries with a permanent
exhibition space, with regular opening hours, holding at least three
exhibitions per year; and with a roster of represented artists. Through
the fair’s selection process in all sectors, galleries originating
from Asia occupy a majority. For galleries not originating from Asia
applying to Galleries and Edge, priority is given to those with an
ongoing engagement with Asia and its diasporas in their artists and
exhibitions. Galleries are encouraged to apply with presentations
that reflect this engagement. Joint applications are also welcomed.
Selection for participation in the Fair is based on the curatorial
strength and premise of the gallery’s exhibition program and their
represented artists. Criteria such as quality of artwork, previous art
fair presentations and any projects undertaken by the gallery both
locally and internationally are central to the Selection Committee’s
decision. Submission of application does not automatically confer the
right of admission to Taipei Dangdai 2021. Decisions on admission
are made exclusively by the Taipei Dangdai Selection Committee, a
panel of internationally recognised and respected gallerists.
The Selection Committee will be reviewing applications on a rolling
basis and we would encourage you to apply early. Applying at the
earliest possible date will ensure ample time for considering
additional promotional opportunities in our Node sector for public art
and installations, and the Ideas Forum, among others.
For further details, please refer to the Terms and Conditions on page 12.
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GALLERIES CAN CHOOSE TO APPLY FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE FOLLOWING SECTORS:
SECTOR |

DESCRIPTION |

Galleries
40, 60, 80, 100, 120 SQM *
Booths in this sector are:
US$ 585 per SQM + 5% GST
585

+5%

Galleries provides a significant platform for
established galleries from Taiwan, Asia and
around the world. Exhibitors are selected on the
basis of the quality of their exhibition program,
the artists represented by the gallery and the
curatorial strength of the booth presentation.

Edge
30, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 SQM *
Booths in this sector are:
US$ 465 per sqm + 5% GST
465

+5%

Edge is intended as a stepping stone for younger
galleries of promise who wish to showcase
the full breadth of their program. Galleries
featuring young artists or artists related to the
Asian diasporas are particularly encouraged
to apply. Edge is billed at a preferential rate
and is included within the Galleries Sector on
the floorplan. Open to galleries that have been
operating for less than 10 years at the time of the
fair (founded on or after 1 January 2011).
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Engage
40, 60, 80 SQM *
Booths in this sector are:
US$ 565 per sqm + 5% GST
565

+5%

Introducing a new sector for 2021 in recognition
of Taipei’s extraordinary collections, Engage
offers a unique opportunity to focus on solo
presentations by historically significant artists or
thematic juxtapositions across time and space,
from the past through to the present. Engage is
billed at a preferential rate.

2021

Solo
30, 40 SQM *
Booths in this sector are:
US$ 525 per sqm + 5% GST
525

+5%

Solo invites galleries to showcase a singular new
body of work by a single young or mid-career
artist. Exhibitors will be selected primarily on
the strength of the booth proposal. The sector is
open to applications from all galleries.

Joint applications will be considered in the Galleries, Edge and Engage sectors, for a limited number of projects. The minimum booth size
for shared booths is 60sqm.
60sqm
*Booth sizes are provided as a general guideline. Booths may be +/- 5 sqm than the indicated size and exhibitors will be charged for their
exact booth size once allocations have been made. Booth allocation is determined and approved by the Organiser.
*

+/-5
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BOOTH PACKAGE |
INCLUDED |

EXCLUDED |

Standard package walling and lighting
(walls are 3.5m high. 30% of the allocated SQM
booth size will be provided in linear metres of walling)
Standard venue flooring
Booth signage / Gallery nameboard / Wi-Fi
Gallery information on the Taipei Dangdai website
Presence on the Taipei Dangdai fair map
Exhibitor and Installer/Shipper passes
Allocation of VIP passes, Vernissage and General tickets

Additional walling
Additional lighting
Electrical outlets
Booth furniture
Secure artwork storage facility
Public Liability and Artwork Insurance
Freight
Car parking

30%

3.5

/

/

/

For further information, please visit our website www.taipeidangdai.com or email applications@taipeidangdai.com.
www.taipeidangdai.com
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ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES |
THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR EXPOSURE ARE AVAILABLE FOR GALLERIES
PARTICIPATING IN TAIPEI DANGDAI 2021:
2021
NODE |
A curated exhibition of large-scale and immersive installation
works that go beyond the scope of the art fair booth and are
featured throughout the fair. Limited spaces are provided free of
charge and exhibitors are invited to submit works for consideration. *

*

SALON |
All participating galleries will be invited to exhibit a single artwork,
priced under US$ 8,000, in a dedicated area of the art fair. These
can be paintings and works on paper, but also editioned works
such as prints or photographs. Salon is intended to encourage and
nurture collectors at all levels of resources and experience. The
space is provided free of charge. *

8000

*

IDEAS |
This multi-disciplinary program will span the fair’s duration
with a curated selection of talks and other events with renowned
cultural figures from Taiwan and beyond. This program will feature
art industry experts as well as recognized public figures from
literature, design, science, and the humanities.*

*

* Exhibitors will be invited to submit proposals, after notification of acceptance to the fair, from which a selection will be made by the
appointed curator.
*
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HOW TO APPLY |
TO APPLY, PLEASE COMPLETE THE ONLINE
APPLICATION FORM ON OUR WEBSITE:
TAIPEIDANGDAI.COM/APPLY

TAIPEIDANGDAI.COM/APPLY

A non-refundable US$ 250 application fee will be collected at the
time of application via our online payment portal.

250

The application asks for gallery information along with a booth
proposal and images of artworks to be shown at the Fair.

APPLICATION NOTIFICATION |
All applicants will be notified in writing as to the outcome of their
application. Decisions of admission are made exclusively by the
Taipei Dangdai Selection Committee and no conversation will be
entered into by the Committee. Please note that by submitting an
application form, the applicant accepts and agrees that our Terms
and Conditions apply. For full details please refer to the Terms and
Conditions on Page 12.
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FOUNDERS |
TAIPEI DANGDAI IS A JOINT VENTURE BETWEEN FOUR OF THE WORLD’S LEADING ART EVENT ORGANISERS:
Tim Etchells
ARTHQ / EVENTS Limited
AngusMontgomery Arts
Ramsay Fairs Limited

FAIR DIRECTORS |
ROBIN PECKHAM Co-Director |
Peckham began his career with Long March Space and then BoersLi Gallery in Beijing, and over the last fifteen years has honed his
skills as a curator, writer, editor, and institutional leader in Greater
China. Between 2014 and 2018, Peckham served as Editor-in-Chief
of LEAP, the bi-lingual international art magazine. As an independent
curator, Peckham has organized internationally recognized exhibitions
including “Art Post-Internet,” which he co-curated with Karen Archey
for Ullens Center for Contemporary Art in Beijing in 2014. Peckham
has also served as a jury-member for the Hugo Boss Asia Art Award in
2015, and he was included on Apollo Magazine’s 2016 “Thinkers” list.
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MAGNUS RENFREW Co-Founder & Co-Director |
Magnus Renfrew has twenty years’ experience in the international art
world, the last decade of which have been spent in Asia. Previously,
Renfrew served as founding fair director for ART HK: Hong Kong
International Art Fair (2007-2012) and Art Basel in Hong Kong (20122014). Renfrew has been widely recognized for his contribution by art
industry media and has been named twice in ARTREVIEW as one of the
100 most influential people in the international art world. In 2013 he
was honoured as a Young Global Leader by the World Economic Forum.

(ART HK)
:
(2007 2012 )
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2013
(World Economic Forum)

ADVISORY GROUP |
Taipei Dangdai is supported by an Advisory Group of international
collectors from Taiwan and beyond, who provide counsel and
guidance as we establish Taipei as a dynamic meeting place for
the international art world:

Jam Acuzar

Benjamin Cha

Richard Chang

Tai-Wei Chang

Jason Chi

Yao Chien

Evan Chow

Lawrence Chu

Ellie Lai

Kevin Lee

Sylvain Levy

Alan Lo

Xun Lu

Jerry Mao

Ivan Pun

Leo Shih

Leslie Sun

Patrick Sun

Maggie Tsai

Jenny Wang
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MORE INFORMATION |
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON EXHIBITING AT
TAIPEI DANGDAI 2021, PLEASE CONTACT:
2021

ROBIN PECKHAM |
CO-DIRECTOR |
rp@taipeidangdai.com
directors@taipeidangdai.com

MAGNUS RENFREW |
CO-FOUNDER & CO-DIRECTOR |
directors@taipeidangdai.com

DEBORA FERRARINI
FAIR MANAGER |
df@taipeidangdai.com

T: +886 2 7729 9256
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